The Contested Homeland A Chicano History
Of New Mexico
The Contested Homeland-David Maciel 2000 Many books deal with New Mexico's past, but the
twelve original essays here reinterpret that history for the first time from a Chicano perspective.
Self-determination, resistance, and cultural maintenance are the recurring themes in the lives and
struggles of Nuevomexicanos from 1848 to the present. The conflict has been not solely with the
customs and institutions Anglos introduced--though certainly that has occurred. On a more
fundamental level, the clash has been over modernization--how the Spanish language, folk traditions,
and land grants can survive as a heritage for future generations amid English, new and secular
values, and real estate booms and speculation. Nuevomexicanos have confronted colonialism,
ethnocentrism, and racism throughout their history. But as these essays make clear, pride in
Spanish descent runs deep in New Mexico and has led to a vibrancy unmatched in any other region
in the United States. Nuevomexicanos have not simply survived or endured. They have secured their
influence through the highest level of education among all Chicanos in the United States, through
greater political representation at the local and national level--and in both major parties--than in any
other state, and through a culture that has simultaneously resisted and adapted to change. "This
collection is a first in taking a Chicano perspective. . . . An outstanding, important work. "--John R.
Chávez, Southern Methodist University
A Contested Art-Stephanie Lewthwaite 2015-10 When New Mexico became an alternative cultural
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frontier for avant-garde Anglo-American writers and artists in the early twentieth century, the region
was still largely populated by Spanish-speaking Hispanos. Anglos who came in search of new
personal and aesthetic freedoms found inspiration for their modernist ventures in Hispano art forms.
Yet, when these arrivistes elevated a particular model of Spanish colonial art through their
preservationist endeavors and the marketplace, practicing Hispano artists found themselves working
under a new set of patronage relationships and under new aesthetic expectations that tied their art
to a static vision of the Spanish colonial past. In A Contested Art, historian Stephanie Lewthwaite
examines the complex Hispano response to these aesthetic dictates and suggests that cultural
encounters and appropriation produced not only conflict and loss but also new transformations in
Hispano art as the artists experimented with colonial art forms and modernist trends in painting,
photography, and sculpture. Drawing on native and non-native sources of inspiration, they generated
alternative lines of modernist innovation and mestizo creativity. These lines expressed Hispanos’
cultural and ethnic affiliations with local Native peoples and with Mexico, and presented a vision of
New Mexico as a place shaped by the fissures of modernity and the dynamics of cultural conflict and
exchange. A richly illustrated work of cultural history, this first book-length treatment explores the
important yet neglected role Hispano artists played in shaping the world of modernism in twentiethcentury New Mexico. A Contested Art places Hispano artists at the center of narratives about
modernism while bringing Hispano art into dialogue with the cultural experiences of Mexicans,
Chicanas/os, and Native Americans. In doing so, it rewrites a chapter in the history of both
modernism and Hispano art. Published in cooperation with The William P. Clements Center for
Southwest Studies, Southern Methodist University
Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage-Kenya Dworkin y Méndez 2006 This volume of
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essays marks the fifteenth year of archival and critical work conducted under the auspices of the
Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage Project at the University of Houston. This ongoing
and comprehensive program seeks to locate, identify, preserve, and disseminate the literary
contributions of U.S. Latinos from the Spanish Colonial Period to contemporary times. The
contributors explore key issues and challenges in this project, such as the issue of its legitimacy and
acceptance in teh academic canon, whether the basic archival phase of the Recovery Project is
complete, and if teh assumption that there is widespread recognition of the existence and vitality of
a centuries-long U.S. Hispanic literary tradition may be premature and perhaps imprudent.
Originally presented at the biennial conferences of the Recovery project, the essays are divided in
five sections: "Rethinking Latino/a Subject Positions," "Negotiating Cultural Authority and the
Canon," "Orality, Performance, and the Archive," "Re-Contextualizing Maria Amparo Ruiz de
Burton," and "Bibliographic Reports." Covering a wide range of topics, essays include "Bending
Chicano Identity and Experience in Arturo Isla's Early Borderland Short Stories," "Recovering
Mexican America in the Classroom," and "Early New Mexican Criticism: The Case of Breve Resena
de la literatura hispana de Nuevo Mexico y Colorado." In their introduction, editors Kenya Dworkin y
Mendez and Agnes Lugo-Ortiz give an overview of the editorial framing of the previous volumes in
the series and discuss the significant research issues and agendas raised over the past fifteen years.
This volume, like the ones that precede it, is bilingual, confirming the cultural politics that have
animated the Recovery Project since its inception: the understanding that the U.S. is a complex
multicultural and multilingual society.
Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Linguistic Heritage-Alejandra Balestra 2008-01-01 In this fascinating
exploration of the development of the Spanish language from a sociohistorical perspective in the
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territory that has become the United States, linguists and editors Balestra, Mart©Ưnez, and Moyna
draw attention to the long tradition of multilingualism in the United States in the hope of putting to
rest the myth that the U.S. was ever a monolingual nation.
Before Chicano-Alberto Varon 2018-07-31 Uncovers the long history of how Latino manhood was
integral to the formation of Latino identity In the first ever book-length study of Latino manhood
before the Civil Rights Movement, Before Chicano examines Mexican American print culture to
explore how conceptions of citizenship and manhood developed in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The year 1848 saw both the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo that ended the
U.S. Mexican War and the year of the Seneca Falls Convention, the first organized conference on
women’s rights in the United States. These concurrent events signaled new ways of thinking about
U.S. citizenship, and placing these historical moments into conversation with the archive of Mexican
American print culture, Varon offers an expanded temporal frame for Mexican Americans as longstanding participants in U.S. national projects. Pulling from a wide-variety of familiar and lesserknown works—from fiction and newspapers to government documents, images, and
travelogues—Varon illustrates how Mexican Americans during this period envisioned themselves as
U.S. citizens through cultural depictions of manhood. Before Chicano reveals how manhood offered
a strategy to disparate Latino communities across the nation to imagine themselves as a cohesive
whole—as Mexican Americans—and as political agents in the U.S. Though the Civil Rights Movement
is typically recognized as the origin point for the study of Latino culture, Varon pushes us to
consider an intellectual history that far predates the late twentieth century, one that is both national
and transnational. He expands our framework for imagining Latinos’ relationship to the U.S. and to
a past that is often left behind.
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Mexicano Political Experience in Occupied Aztlan-Armando Navarro 2005 This exciting new volume
from Armando Navarro offers the most current and comprehensive political history of the Mexicano
experience in the United States. Viewing Mexicanos today as an occupied and colonized people,
Navarro calls for the formation of a new movement to reinvigorate the struggle for resistance and
change. His book is a valuable resource for social activists and instructors in Latino politics, U.S.
race relations, and social movements.
Rethinking the Chicano Movement-Marc Simon Rodriguez 2014-11-13 In the 1960s and 1970s, an
energetic new social movement emerged among Mexican Americans. Fighting for civil rights and
celebrating a distinct ethnic identity, the Chicano Movement had a lasting impact on the United
States, from desegregation to bilingual education. Rethinking the Chicano Movement provides an
astute and accessible introduction to this vital grassroots movement. Bringing together different
fields of research, this comprehensive yet concise narrative considers the Chicano Movement as a
national, not just regional, phenomenon, and places it alongside the other important social
movements of the era. Rodriguez details the many different facets of the Chicano movement,
including college campuses, third-party politics, media, and art, and traces the development and
impact of one of the most important post-WWII social movements in the United States.
The Mexican American Experience-Matt S. Meier 2003 A-to-Z entries covers this erumpent
minority's experience from the arts to religion, popular culture, science, technology, business, and
government.
Translating Contemporary Mexican Texts-Anna Maria D'Amore 2009 Translating Contemporary
Mexican Texts: Fidelity to Alterity addresses an area of research that has received little if any
attention in translation theory: the translation into English of contact neologisms and code-switching
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in Mexican Spanish. The translator of Mexican texts is invited to review the historical background
and the sociopolitical and linguistic factors that have led to the emergence of new varieties of
English and Spanish, in particular the mixed varieties and code-switching common to parts of
Mexico and the United States, often known collectively as Spanglish. Since translation should not
consist of effacing the Other, Translating Contemporary Mexican Texts provides conceptual tools
and practical advice for carrying out foreignizing translations that allow for a degree of preservation
of linguistic and cultural differences through the employment of heterogeneous discourse.
Latino Americans and Political Participation-Sharon Ann Navarro 2004-01-01 An examination by
distinguished Latino/a scholars of the increasing influence of 37 million Latino/a Americans on U.S.
electoral and social movements. * Chronology of key events in Latino/a political history, a
multicultural bibliography, and lists of key players in Latino/a American political movements * Tables
and charts showing the numerical impact of Latino/as, and a selection of Internet databases and
websites for further exploration
Mexican American Colonization During the Nineteenth Century-José Angel Hernández 2012-04-30
This study examines various cases of return migration from the United States to Mexico throughout
the nineteenth century. Mexico developed a robust immigration policy after becoming an
independent nation in 1821, but was unable to attract European settlers for a variety of reasons. As
the United States expanded toward Mexico's northern frontiers, Mexicans in those areas now lost to
the United States were subsequently seen as an ideal group to colonize and settle the fractured
republic.
The Border Crossed Us-Josue David Cisneros 2014-02-28 The Border Crossed Us explores efforts to
restrict and expand notions of US citizenship as they relate specifically to the US-Mexico border and
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Latina/o identity. Borders and citizenship go hand in hand. Borders define a nation as a territorial
entity and create the parameters for national belonging. But the relationship between borders and
citizenship breeds perpetual anxiety over the purported sanctity of the border, the security of a
nation, and the integrity of civic identity. In The Border Crossed Us, Josue David Cisneros addresses
these themes as they relate to the US-Mexico border, arguing that issues ranging from the MexicanAmerican War of 1846–1848 to contemporary debates about Latina/o immigration and border
security are negotiated rhetorically through public discourse. He explores these rhetorical battles
through case studies of specific Latina/o struggles for civil rights and citizenship, including debates
about Mexican American citizenship in the 1849 California Constitutional Convention, 1960s
Chicana/o civil rights movements, and modern-day immigrant activism. Cisneros posits that
borders—both geographic and civic—have crossed and recrossed Latina/o communities throughout
history (the book’s title derives from the popular activist chant, “We didn’t cross the border; the
border crossed us!”) and that Latina/os in the United States have long contributed to, struggled
with, and sought to cross or challenge the borders of belonging, including race, culture, language,
and gender. The Border Crossed Us illuminates the enduring significance and evolution of US
borders and citizenship, and provides programmatic and theoretical suggestions for the continued
study of these critical issues.
Mythohistorical Interventions-Lee Bebout 2011 The importance of myth, symbol, and image in the
Chicano movement and beyond.
Food Across Borders-Matt Garcia 2017-10-17 The act of eating defines and redefines borders. What
constitutes “American” in our cuisine has always depended on a liberal crossing of borders, from
“the line in the sand” that separates Mexico and the United States, to the grassland boundary with
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Canada, to the imagined divide in our collective minds between “our” food and “their” food.
Immigrant workers have introduced new cuisines and ways of cooking that force the nation to
question the boundaries between “us” and “them.” The stories told in Food Across Borders highlight
the contiguity between the intimate decisions we make as individuals concerning what we eat and
the social and geopolitical processes we enact to secure nourishment, territory, and belonging.
Published in cooperation with the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Southern
Methodist University..
Hispanic Spaces, Latino Places-Daniel Arreola 2009-07-21 Hispanics/Latinos are the largest ethnic
minority in the United States—but they are far from being a homogenous group. Mexican Americans
in the Southwest have roots that extend back four centuries, while Dominicans and Salvadorans are
very recent immigrants. Cuban Americans in South Florida have very different occupational
achievements, employment levels, and income from immigrant Guatemalans who work in the poultry
industry in Virginia. In fact, the only characteristic shared by all Hispanics/Latinos in the United
States is birth or ancestry in a Spanish-speaking country. In this book, sixteen geographers and two
sociologists map the regional and cultural diversity of the Hispanic/Latino population of the United
States. They report on Hispanic communities in all sections of the country, showing how factors such
as people's country/culture of origin, length of time in the United States, and relations with nonHispanic society have interacted to create a wide variety of Hispanic communities. Identifying larger
trends, they also discuss the common characteristics of three types of Hispanic communities—those
that have always been predominantly Hispanic, those that have become Anglo-dominated, and those
in which Hispanics are just becoming a significant portion of the population.
Making Aztlán-Juan Gómez-Quiñones 2014-04-30 This book provides a long-needed overview of the
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Chicana and Chicano movement’s social history as it grew, flourished, and then slowly fragmented.
The authors examine the movement’s origins in the 1960s and 1970s, showing how it evolved from a
variety of organizations and activities united in their quest for basic equities for Mexican Americans
in U.S. society. Within this matrix of agendas, objectives, strategies, approaches, ideologies, and
identities, numerous electrifying moments stitched together the struggle for civil and human rights.
Gómez-Quiñones and Vásquez show how these convergences underscored tensions among diverse
individuals and organizations at every level. Their narrative offers an assessment of U.S. society and
the Mexican American community at a critical time, offering a unique understanding of its civic
progress toward a more equitable social order.
Creating Aztlán-Dylan Miner 2014-10-30 "Creating Aztlâan interrogates the important role of
Aztlâan in Chicano and Indigenous art and culture. Using the idea that lowriding is an Indigenous
way of being, author Dylan A. T. Miner (Mâetis) discusses the multiple roles that Aztlâan has played
atvarious moments in time, engaging pre-colonial indigeneities, alongside colonial, modern, and
contemporary Xicano responses to colonization"-Debating American Identity-Linda C. Noel 2014-02-27 In the early 1900s, Teddy Roosevelt, New
Mexico governors Miguel Antonio Otero and Octaviano Larrazolo, and Arizona legislator Carl
Hayden—along with the voices of less well-known American women and men—promoted very
different views on what being an American meant. Their writings and speeches contributed to
definitions of American national identity during a tumultuous and dynamic era. At stake in these
heated debates was the very meaning of what constituted an American, the political boundaries for
the United States, and the legitimacy of cultural diversity in modern America. In Debating American
Identity, Linda C. Noel examines several nation-defining events—the proposed statehood of Arizona
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and New Mexico, the creation of a temporary worker program during the First World War,
immigration restriction in the 1920s, and the repatriation of immigrants in the early 1930s. Noel
uncovers the differing ways in which Americans argued about how newcomers could fit within the
nation-state, in terms of assimilation, pluralism, or marginalization, and the significance of class
status, race, and culture in determining American identity. Noel shows not only how the definition of
American was contested, but also how the economic and political power of people of Mexican
descent, their desire to incorporate as Americans or not, and the demand for their territory or labor
by other Americans played an important part in shaping decisions about statehood and national
immigration policies. Debating American Identity skillfully shows how early twentieth century
debates over statehood influenced later ones concerning immigration; in doing so, it resonates with
current discussions, resulting in a well-timed look at twentieth century citizenship.
Mexicanos, Third Edition-Manuel G Gonzales 2019-06-05 Responding to shifts in the political and
economic experiences of Mexicans in America, this newly revised and expanded edition of
Mexicanos provides a relevant and contemporary consideration of this vibrant community. Emerging
from the ruins of Aztec civilization and from centuries of Spanish contact with indigenous people,
Mexican culture followed the Spanish colonial frontier northward and put its distinctive mark on
what became the southwestern United States. Shaped by their Indian and Spanish ancestors, deeply
influenced by Catholicism, and often struggling to respond to political and economic precarity,
Mexicans play an important role in US society even as the dominant Anglo culture strives to
assimilate them. With new maps, updated appendicxes, and a new chapter providing an up-to-date
consideration of the immigration debate centered on Mexican communities in the US, this new
edition of Mexicanos provides a thorough and balanced contribution to understanding Mexicans’
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history and their vital importance to 21st-century America.
Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage-Gerald Eugene Poyo 2009 This volume of essays is
the seventh in the series produced under the auspices of the Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary
Heritage Project at the University of Houston. This ongoing and comprehensive program seeks to
locate, identify, preserve, and disseminate the literary contributions of U.S. Latinos from the Spanish
Colonial Period to contemporary times. The eleven essays included in this volume examine key
issues relevant to the exploration of Hispanic literary production in the United States, including
cultural identity, exile thought, class and women's issues. Originally presented at the ninth biennial
conference of the Recovery Project, "Encuentros y Reencuentros: Making Common Ground," held in
in collaboration with the Western Historical Association's annual meeting in 2006, the essays are
divided into four sections: "History, Culture and Ideology;" "Women's Voices: Gender, Politics and
Culture;" "Amparo Ruiz de Burton: Literature and History;" and "Language Representation and
Translation." The work of scholars involved in making available the written record of Hispanic
populations in the U.S. is critical for any comprehensive understanding of the U.S. experience,
particularly in the West where the country's history is intricately linked with that of Hispanic
peoples since the sixteenth century. In their introduction, editors Gerald Poyo and Tomas YbarraFrausto outline the goals and challenges of the Recovery Project to promote scholarly collaboration
in the integration of research and recovered Hispanic texts in various disciplines, including history
and Latina/o studies.
Changing National Identities at the Frontier-Andrés Reséndez 2005 This book explores how the
diverse and fiercely independent peoples of Texas and New Mexico came to think of themselves as
members of one particular national community or another in the years leading up to the Mexicanthe-contested-homeland-a-chicano-history-of-new-mexico
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American War. Hispanics, Native Americans, and Anglo Americans made agonizing and crucial
identity decisions against the backdrop of two structural transformations taking place in the region
during the first half of the 19th century and often pulling in opposite directions.
Bilingualism in the Community-Rena Torres Cacoullos 2018-02-28 Analysis of bilinguals' use of two
languages reveals highly adept code-switching: alternating between languages while keeping intact
the separate grammars.
Juan Bautista de Anza-Carlos R. Herrera 2015-01-14 Although Anza is best known for his travels to
California as a young man, this book, the first comprehensive biography of Anza, shows his greater
historical importance as a soldier and administrator in the history of North America.
Thinking en Español-Jesús Rosales 2014-11-06 Thinking en español takes the important literary
figures who shaped our knowledge of Chicano authors and places them in the dynamic arc of
Chicana/o criticism and literature. Jesús Rosales interviews foundational Chicana/o literary critics
and, through conversations, establishes the path of Chicana/o criticism from 1848 to the present.
Mexicanos, Second Edition-Manuel G. Gonzales 2009-08-20 Newly revised and updated, Mexicanos
tells the rich and vibrant story of Mexicans in the United States. Emerging from the ruins of Aztec
civilization and from centuries of Spanish contact with indigenous people, Mexican culture followed
the Spanish colonial frontier northward and put its distinctive mark on what became the
southwestern United States. Shaped by their Indian and Spanish ancestors, deeply influenced by
Catholicism, and tempered by an often difficult existence, Mexicans continue to play an important
role in U.S. society, even as the dominant Anglo culture strives to assimilate them. Thorough and
balanced, Mexicanos makes a valuable contribution to the understanding of the Mexican population
of the United States—a growing minority who are a vital presence in 21st-century America.
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Foreigners in Their Native Land-David J. Weber 2003 Dozens of selections from firsthand accounts,
introduced by David J. Weber's essays, capture the essence of the Mexican American experience in
the Southwest from the time the first pioneers came north from Mexico.
In the Midst of Radicalism-Guadalupe San Miguel 2022-01-13 The Chicano Movement of the 1960s
and ’70s, like so much of the period’s politics, is best known for its radicalism: militancy, distrust of
mainstream institutions, demands for rapid change. Less understood, yet no less significant in its
aims, actions, and impact, was the movement’s moderate elements. In the Midst of Radicalism
presents the first full account of these more mainstream liberal activists—those who rejected the
politics of protest and worked within the system to promote social change for the Mexican American
community. The radicalism of the Chicano Movement marked a sharp break from the previous
generation of Mexican Americans. Even so, historian Guadalupe San Miguel Jr. contends, the firstgeneration agenda of moderate social change persisted. His book reveals how, even in the ferment
of the ’60s and ’70s, Mexican American moderates used conventional methods to expand access to
education, electoral politics, jobs, and mainstream institutions. Believing in the existing social
structure, though not the status quo, they fought in the courts, at school board meetings, as
lobbyists and advocates, and at the ballot box. They did not mount demonstrations, but in their own
deliberate way, they chipped away at the barriers to their communities’ social acceptance and
economic mobility. Were these men and women pawns of mainstream political leaders, or were they
true to the Mexican American community, representing its diverse interests as part of the
establishment? San Miguel explores how they contributed to the struggle for social justice and
equality during the years of radical activism. His book assesses their impact and how it fit within the
historic struggle for civil rights waged by others since the early 1900s. In the Midst of Radicalism for
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the first time shows us these moderate Mexican American activists as they were—playing a critical
role in the Chicano Movement while maintaining a long-standing tradition of pursuing social justice
for their community.
Seattle's El Centro de la Raza-Bruce E. Johansen 2020-01-15 From its beginnings in Seattle nearly
fifty years ago, El Centro de la Raza has been translated as “The Center for People of All Races.” In
Seattle’s El Centro de la Raza: Dr. King’s Living Laboratory, Bruce E. Johansen, with valuable aid
from Estela Ortega, executive director, and Miguel Maestas, Housing and Development director at
El Centro, explores how the center has become part of a nationally significant work in progress on
human rights and relations based on Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s concept of a “Beloved Community”
that crosses all ethnic, racial, and other social boundaries. Johansen’s examination of the history of
the center highlights its mission to consciously provide intercultural communication and cooperation
as an interracial bridge, uniting people on both a small and a large scale, from neighborhood
communities to international relations. Scholars of Latin American studies, race studies,
international relations, sociology, and communication will find this book especially useful.
On Strike and on Film-Ellen R. Baker 2012-09-01 In 1950, Mexican American miners went on strike
for fair working conditions in Hanover, New Mexico. When an injunction prohibited miners from
picketing, their wives took over the picket lines--an unprecedented act that disrupted mining
families but ultimately ensured the strikers' victory in 1952. In On Strike and on Film, Ellen Baker
examines the building of a leftist union that linked class justice to ethnic equality. She shows how
women's participation in union activities paved the way for their taking over the picket lines and
thereby forcing their husbands, and the union, to face troubling questions about gender equality.
Baker also explores the collaboration between mining families and blacklisted Hollywood filmmakers
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that resulted in the controversial 1954 film Salt of the Earth. She shows how this worker-artist
alliance gave the mining families a unique chance to clarify the meanings of the strike in their own
lives and allowed the filmmakers to create a progressive alternative to Hollywood productions. An
inspiring story of working-class solidarity, Mexican American dignity, and women's liberation, Salt of
the Earth was itself blacklisted by powerful anticommunists, yet the movie has endured as a vital
contribution to American cinema.
Hispanics and the Future of America-National Research Council 2006-03-23 Hispanics and the
Future of America presents details of the complex story of a population that varies in many
dimensions, including national origin, immigration status, and generation. The papers in this volume
draw on a wide variety of data sources to describe the contours of this population, from the
perspectives of history, demography, geography, education, family, employment, economic wellbeing, health, and political engagement. They provide a rich source of information for researchers,
policy makers, and others who want to better understand the fast-growing and diverse population
that we call â€œHispanic.â€ The current period is a critical one for getting a better understanding
of how Hispanics are being shaped by the U.S. experience. This will, in turn, affect the United States
and the contours of the Hispanic future remain uncertain. The uncertainties include such issues as
whether Hispanics, especially immigrants, improve their educational attainment and fluency in
English and thereby improve their economic position; whether growing numbers of foreign-born
Hispanics become citizens and achieve empowerment at the ballot box and through elected office;
whether impending health problems are successfully averted; and whether Hispanics' geographic
dispersal accelerates their spatial and social integration. The papers in this volume provide
invaluable information to explore these issues.
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Religion and Democracy in the United States-Alan Wolfe 2010-08-30 The United States remains a
deeply religious country and religion plays an inextricably critical role in American politics.
Controversy over issues such as abortion is fueled by opposition in the Catholic Church and among
conservative Protestants, candidates for the presidency are questioned about their religious beliefs,
and the separation of church and state remains hotly contested. While the examination of religion's
influence in politics has long been neglected, in the last decade the subject has finally garnered the
attention it deserves. In Religion and Democracy in the United States, prominent scholars consider
the ways Americans understand the relationship between their religious beliefs and the political
arena. This collection, a work of the Task Force on Religion and American Democracy of the
American Political Science Association, thoughtfully explores the effects of religion on democracy
and contemporary partisan politics. Topics include how religious diversity affects American
democracy, how religion is implicated in America's partisan battles, and how religion affects ideas
about race, ethnicity, and gender. Surveying what we currently know about religion and American
politics, the essays introduce and delve into the range of current issues for both specialists and
nonspecialists. In addition to the editors, the contributors are Allison Calhoun-Brown, Rosa DeLauro,
Bette Novit Evans, James Gibson, John Green, Frederick Harris, Amaney Jamal, Geoffrey Layman,
David Leal, David Leege, Nancy Rosenblum, Kenneth Wald, and Clyde Wilcox.
Handbook of Latinos and Education-Enrique G. Murillo Jr. 2009-12-16 Providing a comprehensive
review of rigorous, innovative, and critical scholarship relevant to educational issues which impact
Latinos, this Handbook captures the field at this point in time. Its unique purpose and function is to
profile the scope and terrain of academic inquiry on Latinos and education. Presenting the most
significant and potentially influential work in the field in terms of its contributions to research, to
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professional practice, and to the emergence of related interdisciplinary studies and theory, the
volume is organized around five themes: history, theory, and methodology policies and politics
language and culture teaching and learning resources and information. The Handbook of Latinos
and Education is a must-have resource for educational researchers, graduate students, teacher
educators, and the broad spectrum of individuals, groups, agencies, organizations and institutions
sharing a common interest in and commitment to the educational issues that impact Latinos.
Transforming Politics, Transforming America-Taeku Lee 2012-10-05 Over the past four decades, the
foreign-born population in the United States has nearly tripled, from about 10 million in 1965 to
more than 30 million today. This wave of new Americans comes in disproportionately large numbers
from Latin America and Asia, a pattern that is likely to continue in this century. In Transforming
Politics, Transforming America, editors Taeku Lee, S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, and Ricardo Ramírez
bring together the newest work of prominent scholars in the field of immigrant political
incorporation to provide the first comprehensive look at the political behavior of
immigrants.Focusing on the period from 1965 to the year 2020, this volume tackles the fundamental
yet relatively neglected questions, What is the meaning of citizenship, and what is its political
relevance? How are immigrants changing our notions of racial and ethnic categorization? How is
immigration transforming our understanding of mobilization, participation, and political
assimilation? With an emphasis on research that brings innovative theory, quantitative methods, and
systematic data to bear on such questions, this volume presents a provocative evidence-based
examination of the consequences that these demographic changes might have for the contemporary
politics of the United States as well as for the concerns, categories, and conceptual frameworks we
use to study race relations and ethnic politics. Contributors Bruce Cain (University of California,
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Berkeley) * Grace Cho (University of Michigan) * Jack Citrin (University of California, Berkeley) *
Louis DeSipio (University of California, Irvine) * Brendan Doherty (University of California, Berkeley)
* Lisa García Bedolla (University of California, Irvine) * Zoltan Hajnal (University of California, San
Diego) * Jennifer Holdaway (Social Science Research Council) * Jane Junn (Rutgers University) *
Philip Kasinitz (City University of New York) * Taeku Lee (University of California, Berkeley) * John
Mollenkopf (City University of New York) * Tatishe Mavovosi Nteta (University of California,
Berkeley) * Kathryn Pearson (University of Minnesota) * Kenneth Prewitt (Columbia University) * S.
Karthick Ramakrishnan (University of California, Riverside) * Ricardo Ramírez (University of
Southern California) * Mary Waters (Harvard University) * Cara Wong (University of Michigan) *
Janelle Wong (University of Southern California)
Brown Gumshoes-Ralph E. Rodriguez 2009-03-06 Popular fiction, with its capacity for diversion, can
mask important cultural observations within a framework that is often overlooked in the academic
world. Works thought to be merely "escapist" can often be more seriously mined for revelations
regarding the worlds they portray, especially those of the disenfranchised. As detective fiction has
slowly earned critical respect, more authors from minority groups have chosen it as their medium.
Chicana/o authors, previously reluctant to write in an underestimated genre that might further
marginalize them, have only entered the world of detective fiction in the past two decades. In this
book, the first comprehensive study of Chicano/a detective fiction, Ralph E. Rodriguez examines the
recent contributions to the genre by writers such as Rudolfo Anaya, Lucha Corpi, Rolando Hinojosa,
Michael Nava, and Manuel Ramos. Their works reveal the struggles of Chicanas/os with feminism,
homosexuality, familia, masculinity, mysticism, the nationalist subject, and U.S.-Mexico border
relations. He maintains that their novels register crucial new discourses of identity, politics, and
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cultural citizenship that cannot be understood apart from the historical instability following the
demise of the nationalist politics of the Chicana/o movement of the 1960s and 1970s. In contrast to
that time, when Chicanas/os sought a unified Chicano identity in order to effect social change, the
1980s, 1990s, and 2000s have seen a disengagement from these nationalist politics and a new trend
toward a heterogeneous sense of self. The detective novel and its traditional focus on questions of
knowledge and identity turned out to be the perfect medium in which to examine this new self.
Our New Mexico-Calvin A. Roberts 2005 A textbook tracing the history of New Mexico since
statehood was obtained in 1912 through the end of the twentieth century--Source other than Library
of Congress.
The Language of Blood-John M. Nieto-Phillips 2008 When the United States declared war on Spain
in 1898, rumors abounded throughout the nation that the Spanish-speaking population of New
Mexico secretly sympathized with the enemy. At the end of the war,The New York Timeswarned that
New Mexico's "Mexicans professed a deep hostility to American ideas and American policies." As
long as Spanish remained the primary language of public instruction, theTimesadmonished, "the
majority of the inhabitants will remain 'Mexican' and retain a pseudo-allegiance [to Spain]." This
perception of Spanish-speaking New Mexicans as "un-American" was widely shared. Such
allegations of disloyalty, coupled with the prevalent views that all Mexican peoples were racially
non-white and "unfit" to assume the rights and responsibilities of full citizenship, inspired powerful
reactions among the Spanish-speaking people of New Mexico. Most sought to distinguish themselves
from Mexican immigrants by emphasizing their "Spanish" roots. Tourism, too, began to foster the
myth that nuevomexicanos were culturally and racially Spanish. Since the 1950s, historians,
sociologists, and anthropologists have dismissed the ubiquitous Spanish heritage claimed by many
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New Mexicans. John M. Nieto-Phillips, himself anuevomexicano,argues that Spanish-American
identity evolved out of a medieval rhetoric about blood purity, or limpieza de sangre, as well as a
modern longing to enter the United States's white body politic.
Transnational Latina Narratives in the Twenty-first Century-Juanita Heredia 2009-08-03
Transnational Latina Narratives is the first critical study of its kind to examine twenty-first-century
Latina narratives by female authors of diverse Latin American heritages based in the U.S. Heredia s
comparative perspective on gender, race and migrations between Latin America and the U.S.
demonstrates the changing national landscape that needs to accommodate an ever-growing Latino/a
presence. This book draws on the work of Denise Chávez, Sandra Cisneros, Marta Moreno Vega,
Angie Cruz, and Marie Arana, as well as a diverse blend of popular culture. Heredia s thoughtprovoking insights seek to empower the representation of women who are transnational
ambassadors in modern trans-American literature.
Theatre and Cartographies of Power-Analola Santana 2018-02-09 Contributors -- Index -- Series Page
-- Other Titles in the Series -- Back Cover
Racial Frontiers-Arnoldo De Le N 2002 Both a synthesis of the recent literature and an explanation
of what happened when distinctly identifiable races interacted on the frontier.
World Literature in Spanish: An Encyclopedia [3 volumes]-Maureen Ihrie 2011-10-20 Containing
roughly 850 entries about Spanish-language literature throughout the world, this expansive work
provides coverage of the varied countries, ethnicities, time periods, literary movements, and genres
of these writings. • Contains roughly 850 A–Z entries related to Spanish-language literature and
related topics throughout the world, from the Middle Ages up to the present day • Includes
contributions from nearly 200 scholars from the Americas, Europe, Asia, and Australia • Provides
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bibliographies containing major English-language print reference works, free electronic sources with
peer-reviewed information, major academic websites, and well-established electronic journals •
Contains an extended glossary of literary and cultural terms such as "subaltern" and basic cultural
features of Hispanic society, such as "el barrio" and "Negrismo" • Includes a chronological appendix
containing entries organized by date
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[Books] The Contested Homeland A Chicano History Of New
Mexico
Right here, we have countless books the contested homeland a chicano history of new mexico and
collections to check out. We additionally have enough money variant types and as a consequence type of the
books to browse. The adequate book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as capably as various
supplementary sorts of books are readily comprehensible here.
As this the contested homeland a chicano history of new mexico, it ends taking place visceral one of the
favored books the contested homeland a chicano history of new mexico collections that we have. This is why
you remain in the best website to look the amazing ebook to have.
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